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CHAPTra I 
TÏÏE PROBLEM
This thesis, which Is a study of community use of 
schools, covers only a part of a broad field irjhlch has 
been termed "community schools"# A great deal of work 
has been done in this field and many accounts of it have 
been published* The amount of literature on the subject 
is large.
The term "community schools" has a broad meaning 
which can be broken down into two main areas$ *school use 
of community resources* and *community use of school re­
sources •# A great deal of work has been done in the 
second area which this study is concerned with, but a 
large amount of study and research is still needed#
Community use of schools is a problem which concerns 
all; school administrator, school board members, teachers, 
students and citizens of the community# It is hoped that 
this study will give some help to these people in planning 
for and making better use of their school facilities#
THE PROBLEM
Statement of the problem# The purpose of this study 
was to determine to what extent selected schools In Missoula 
County are being utilized by their communities for non­
school activities and to make an analysis of each of these
#*X#»
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l3Chool*s policies and facilities in relation to conrranlty 
use of schools.
Specific alms. This "Study of the Use of Selected 
Public Schools in Missoula County For Community and Group 
Activities" was undertaken:
1# To determine to what extent these selected 
communities are using their public school facilities for 
non-school activities.
2. To study the school policy of these selected 
communities in relation to community use of schools for 
non-school activities.
3* To study the school facilities of each of these 
selected communities in relation to community use.
To review published literature and studies per­
taining to the problem.
5* In general, to bring forth sufficient data upon 
which to base generalizations on how school and community 
may utilize their school facilities more fully for the 
benefit of both school and comnunlty.
Area of study. This study, which essentially was a 
survey, was made of the following communities and their 
schools:
1. Missoula
2. French town
3 * Bonner
Clinton
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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5. lolo
6. Target Bange
7# Cold Springs
Scone of study. The non-school activities with which 
this study was concerned fell into the t!iree following areass 
Youth and Adult Education* Recreation* and Social-Civic 
Activities. The approach to the problem entailed a survey 
of the schools of each community to determine; first, what 
groups or organizations in the community use school facilities; 
second, what were their functions or activities; and third,
What facilities were used by these groups and organizations.
The results of this part of the study should indicate to 
what extent these selected communities are using their school 
facilities in connection with their community and group 
functions*
Tlie rest of the problem will involve a study of school 
policy and facilities in relation to community needs, functions 
and activities*
Importance of study. It has long since been recognized 
by both authorities and layman that today*s schools are 
"big business”. The cost of building school facilities 
and maintaining an educational program is tremendous* Yet, 
today many school systems, which are for the public and paid 
for by the public are set apart from the community* Their 
only function is the education of children and youth during
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
0 few hours of the day. The rest of the time, they sit Idle, 
becoming obsolete and antiquated long before they wear out. 
Obviously, if school facilities are to pay for themselves, 
they must be utilized to their fullest extent.
Schools should, and can, become community centers, or 
in case of large urban school systems, neighborhood centers. 
The community centered school should include the educational 
center, the recreational center, the civic center and the 
social center of the community*
Today, communities are beginning to realize the possi— 
billties of their school and are using then more fully for 
non-school activities* William A. Yeager^ states in his book 
School-Community Relation:
The public schools belong to the people of the community, who have built and paid for them and man­
age them through their elected representatives under 
state laws made through their own representatives.
Public school education permits no discrlmmination among races, colors, creeds or economic or social 
conditions of the homes from which their children 
come. There is no institution in any community so truly "of the people, by the people and for the people 
as its public schools.
It is logical, then, to assume that the educational and social uplift of any community should be broadly 
for all of its citizens. IVherever the means of education 
can be applied, there will the benefits of education 
accrue.Used but a small portion of the time for public pur­
poses, the school buildings and grounds are now being more and more utilized for the organization of the conimunity-civlc-social, educational and recreational.
It is the most suitable center because it is non-secre- 
tarian, non—partisIan, non-exclusive in character, and
^ William A. Yeager, Schoo1-Communttv Relations, 
(New York: The Dryden Press, 1951), pp. 7Ô-79.
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widespread In Its Influence upon the life 
of the people through their children. Modern 
school building construction takes Into con­
sideration these broader educational objectives.
In this study, an attempt has been nade to analyze 
practices in selected schools in Missoula County in view 
of community use of schools. This study is Important in 
that it may help school and community to utilise their school 
facilities more fully and lay a foundation for further and 
more searching research in this field*
Î.2STÎÎ0BS AMD PROCEDURES
Collecting the data. The greatest part of the data 
was collected by personnel interview with school admin­
istrators and school board members. Tv/enty-four people 
were interviewed in the process of collecting the data.
The study originally was to include an interview with the 
administrator of each of the eight schools studied and an 
interview with one of the school board members, preferably, 
the chairman, of each of the eight schools. However, in 
the course of the interview, the clerks of the school 
boards were found to be better qualified to furnish much 
of the data needed, so the clerk of each board was also 
interviewed*
The data on what groups and organisations in the 
community have used school facilities in the past year were 
collected from school and community sources. The greatest 
part of the data were obtained by going through school
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
records^ but In many cases these records were incomplete 
and In some schools, no records were kept on community use 
of school facilities* As a result, the data were incomplete 
and had to be filled in by contacting the groups and organ­
isations in the community that used the school* The school 
administrator, or the clerk of the school board furnished
the missing information in some cases*
The interview guide. An Interview guide was set up
and used to direct and keep the Interview in the right
channel and to make sure all the necessary data were col­
lected* Two interview guides were used5 one for school 
administrators, and one for school board members. Tliere 
Was a certain amount of over lapping of questions between 
the two guides, but this was necessary in order to obtain 
complete and accurate data*
Ihe interview guides were designed to collect data 
in four areas* The interview guide for school administrators 
was composed of seventeen questions. Tîie first question 
was designed to get the administrator’s personnai view 
toward community use of schools. Questions 2 through 11 
were designed to collect data on school policy, regulations, 
and requirements regarding community use of their schools.
The next three questions, 12 through 1^ were an attempt to 
find out if the schools were actively sponsoring community 
use of schools and to see if the administrator had considered 
the idea of sponsoring a •community centered school* program
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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or part of such a program. Question 15 and 16 pertained 
to %Æiat facilities were included in the school plant and 
which of these facilities were open for community use. 
Question number 17 was used to find out if the schools kept 
yecords of what groups and organisations in the community 
used the school facilities and to pave the way for asking 
permission to collect this data from the school records.
The interview guide for school board members, which 
consisted of twelve questions, was much the same as the one 
for scliool administrators with the exception of the area on 
school facilities which was excluded. The first question 
was designed to get at the scliool board*s view toward 
community use of schools. Questions 2 through 10 were in 
regard to the school boards policy, regulations, and re­
quirements for community use of school facilities. The 
last two questions were designed to find out if the board 
had ever discussed or considered the establishment of 
community centered scîiools.
The interview guides, as a whole, proved successful 
but there was some misinterpreting of the questions dealing 
with the community centered schools, especially among school 
board members. In such cases, the misunderstood terms were 
carefully explained and the question repeated.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE UTERATURE
Much has been written In regard to eonumiinlty schools* 
The greatest amount of work has been done In the area of 
school use of community resources. However $ there is also 
a wealth of material in the area of community use of schools* 
Only a summary of the more pertinent literature Is presented 
here#
History of the movement. In an earlier period, the 
school played a very Important part in the life of the 
community. It was not just a place used in the education 
of children, as it is in many cases today, but it also 
served as the center of community life. The schools were 
used extensively for social and recreational affairs. In 
many cases, they served as community churches and also 
meeting halls for local government.
These communities were very closely knit and well 
organised for community life* Some authorities believe 
that the closeness of the school to the community helped 
to bring this about. lorone K. Fox^ states:
Many a scattered neighborhood or small community 
has been made conscious of its communs11ty through 
the succession of "affairs or gatherings" which, 
quite apart from its "learning program", have endeared 
the country school as an institution to rural hearts.
\ inren© K. m à  IkL âsimlf(How York: Klng*s Crov/n î-vesi, pTo3*
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with the coming of the Industrial revolution, the 
nation started Its rapid shift from a predominately rural 
to urban population* Along iflth this transition came the 
rapid growth and enlarging of the public school system* As 
the smaller rural schools were replaced by larger urban 
schools, they became set apart from the community* With 
the rising cost and expanding educational program, communities 
seemed to believe the schools* sole purpose should be to 
educate their children*
As the school systems in urban areas grew and became 
set apart from the communities, the schools in the areas, 
that were still predominately rural, remained the center of 
conmunlty activities and functions* Even today the small 
rural school can be found where the whole community, young 
and old, turn out to help with and enjoy the Thanksgiving 
and Christmas parties, the spring festival, the farm exhibits, 
the square dances or spelling bee and the community picnics,^ 
Yet, today, due to the rapidly expanding technological 
knowledge, Improved means of transportation, and commercial* 
ized recreation, the small, closely knit rural communities 
are breaking up* Fox^ states*
 ̂Ibid. p. 118, 
3 Ibid. p. 61+.
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The general trend toward concentration of 
rural activities in village and larger centers has 
played havoc with organized life within the farm 
communities*
The auto» motion pictures, other rural urban 
centered recreational services are rapidly changing 
the recreational life of rural communities, breaking 
down rural communities*V/e should be concerned vd.th the growing commereialization 
of village recreation and the almost complete lack of 
recreational opportunities for many of the farm youth.
It Is a school and community problem*
Vith the break up of these communities, the important role of
the rural school in community life is being lost#
Not until the turn of the century did the wall which
had been built up between school and community start to
break down. In August of 1899» evening recreational centers
were first established In the public school systems of New
hYork City . The centers grew until each one consisted of 
gymnasium, reading rooms, meeting places for clubs, and the 
direction needed for the utilization of each.
In the spring of 1902, educational centers were opened 
in two public schools of Boston, three more being established 
the following winter^* Tliese educational centers were for 
youth and adults of both sexes and there they received 
evening instruction In various courses of practical nature. 
Glasses in dressmaking, millinery, embroidery, and cooking 
for the vroman, and classes in carpentry, steam engineering, 
mechanical drawing and civil service subjects for the man
^ Encvcolpedla of Education, Vol. V. pp. 260-267* 
 ̂Ibid. Vol. V. pp. 260-267#
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were offered, while instruction In booî̂ iieeping and stenography
were furnished to both groups. There were also classes
offered in cultural subjects# These educational centers
were very successful* In the third season, the five centers
employed 132 teachers and 8,948 pupils were registered*
The movement spread rapidly and in 1907 in Rochester,
New York, the open forum was started # This i/as the beginning
of the movement to make the school a civic center* The open
forum started In one school building and by the end of the
year, twelve scliool houses ŵ ere being used as public forums
or as neighborhood centers of democratic deliberation#
Along 'tfdth the open forum, many other uses of school
buildings t/ere developed, such as young peoples clubs,
libraries, and reading rooms, and gymnasiums were opened and
equiped for public use*
At this point, authorities began to take notice of tli©
movement and It began to spread rapidly throughout the
7nations large urban centers* By 1911 , the movement had 
reached the southwest where it became an immediate success* 
This area was soon to take the lead In the movement and is 
still far ahead of the rest of the nation in their view 
and attitudes toward community use of schools#
Although the movement spread rapidly in urban areas
 ̂Ibid, Vol# V* pp. 260-267#
7 Clifton S# Jackson, "7 *8 kin g The School A Community 
Center”, (un%)ublished Mas ter *s Thesis, State University of 
'̂idntana, Missoula, 1933), P* 7#
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throughout the nation, the areas that were predominately 
rural did not take up the movement until the time of the 
depression* In the rural areas surrounding the millworks and 
coal mines of the middles and southeast and the dust bowl 
areas of the midwest, authorities found poverty, disease 
and Illness and Illiteracy* The method used to correct this 
disgrace and raise the standard of living was through 
practical community schools* These schools \/ere for all 
the citizens of the communities from the youngest to the 
oldest* Classes were not of the traditional type but were 
aimed at raising the standard of living and teaching the 
communities to make the most out of what they had* Tliese 
schools were not just educational centers, but were also 
social, recreational, occiQ)ational, health, and welfare 
centers* Tliey were open from early in the morning until 
late at night. There was always something going on* Elsie
8 QRipley Clapp and Samuel Everett^ both have very good 
accounts of various schools of this kind throughout the 
United States and its territories*
From this time on, during the years of World War II 
and up to the present time, the movement became general 
tîiroughout the country. At the present time, it is the
^ Elsie Ripley Clapp, Community Schools In Action *
(New York: The Viking Press , ‘19395V PP* 1-^79
^ Samuel Everett, The Community School (New York,Londont 
D* Appleton-Century Company, pp. 1-^7•
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concern of all and a great deal of research and experliiM 
entatlon Is "being done on the subject*
Cognunltv school concents, policies end buildings.
The authorities seemed to be fairly well In agreement on 
their beliefs and concepts about community use of schools.
As one goes further into the numerous studies and articles 
published on the subject, it is found that many are repeats 
of, or along the same lines as other studies. The majority 
of the studies are concerned t-jlth what is being done in small 
areas or local situations* There are very few studies which 
deal with broad areas.
Much of the literature deals with community school 
concepts and what constitutes good policy in regard to 
community use to schools* TUI1er and Spaulding^O statet
Appropriate operation of the school plant 
involves establishment of procedures and regulations for community use of the school 
buildings. Tlie schools are owned by all the 
people of the community* They represent a sizeable investment* The best return on the 
investment can be realized when they are used as much as possible* School facilities sîiould 
be open to any educational, cultural or welfare 
activity that is generally acceptable in the 
community and open wi.thout discrimination to 
the people of the community. School districts 
establish rules for use of school facilities 
by groups in the community. Such rules should 
be established on the basis of study of tl^ past 
use of school facilities in the local community 
and in corresponding communities, computation
2-Q Van î-îlller and Willard B* Spaulding, The Public 
Administration of American Schools, (ITew York: World Book
Coiiipany, , P*
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of the costs of operating the building for additional 
use and a review of the possible agencies that might 
want to use the building and the variety of purposes 
for which such requests might be made. In com­
puting the costs of operating parts of the school 
plant, the figures will include lighting and other 
electrical power, heating, extra custodial care, and water. They may also Include provision for protective supervision.
Rules should provide a set procedure for requesting 
use of facilities and should authorize the school 
office to approve or disapprove in accordance vrf.th the regulations— referring requests to the board 
of education only when they are outside tlie provision of existing regulations.
William A. ïeager^^ has the following to say about itt
Undoubtedly* the public schools are taking on more and more the nature of community educational centers. Activities -tdiich express the desires of 
the people of a community for their educational, 
social and cultural advancement must be recognized.
The community educational program should eventually become a co-ordinated program in which the needs 
and interests of all its citizens, adults, as well 
as boys and girls, are recognized* It is obvious 
that school facilities now available in most school 
communities are inadequate. Cooperative educational planning of its citizens to this end is essential.
In regard to policy concerning community use of schools 
Yeagerhas this to say; "Desirable school-eoraraunity relations 
should include a definite policy and program in regard to 
Tffider use of the public schools for purposes other than the 
formal education of childhood* It is pertinent, at this 
point, to suggest some principles wiiich should underlie the 
development of such a program."
billiam A. Yeager, Schoo1-Coamunity Relations* 
(New York; The Dryden Press, 19^1), pp. ÜO-ol,
12 Ibid.. pp. 81-82.
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Recognition that public education, to serve 
the comnunlty well, should extend its educational 
facilities and resources to all groups desiring 
these facilities, and resources within legal 
limitations and rules and regulations of the 
board of education*
Careful community*»school planning to include 
such activities as nay provide a rich and whole­some program for all*
Adoption by the board of education of suitable 
rules and regulations and workable policy which can be administered impartially and idLth reasonable 
ease* Such a policy should include at least in certain cases, reasonable fees for the use of the 
school's facilities, which should cover heat, light, 
pô fer, janitor service and, if necessary, reasonable wear and tear of apparatus or equipment*
Survey of the activities and organisations of 
the community with purposes wholly or in part educational tliich may desire to use the public 
school's facilities*
Adoption of a program and schedule for all activities and organizations under adequate admin­
istration direction#
Utilization of every means at the disposal of the school authorities to appraise the \/orth 
of this program and to utilise these opportunities 
in developing more desirable home-school-communlty 
relations with more adequate public education as 
the desired goal*
U.oyd Allen Cook^ in his book, Sociolo/rical Aonroach
to Education states this ;
Community schools are centers of community life, 
depending on opportunities and circumstances* Non­political, non-religious groups meet at the school, 
attend "classes”* and use its facilities* In many 
places the school has cone to be regarded as a civic 
center, a public service institution for the area's 
social, educational, and recreational uses. It cooper­
ates actively vrlth governmental and voluntary socio- 
clvlc agencies interested in community improvement.For cities of 10,000 and over, this nay talce the form
^  Lloyd Allen Cook, ^ Sociological Anoroach to 
Education* (MacCraw Hill Book Company, ISpOl* P# 275$
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of an area "council**, while in smaller places 
coordination tends to be informal and spontaneous.
The above quotations token from three different 
sources illustrate fairl̂ ' well the general trend of thought 
concerning community use of schools and rules and regulations 
which should be set up to govern their use.
Although the authorities are in agreement on their 
concepts of community use of schools, the communities in 
many cases are not. The community itself is probably the 
greatest barrier to establishing cormiunity schools.
îk)St educators are in agreement that it is absurd to 
thinlc of utilising school buildings in the future as little 
as they have been utilised the past* School buildings d̂.11 
not xfear out more rapidly if they are used fifteen hours of 
the day than if they are used five hours a day.^ In order 
to get the full benefit out of school facilities, the 
community must recognise their possibilities and the oppor­
tunities their school presents and then make use of them.
Tlie best way to bring this about is to include the whole 
community in the planning of the community school. The 
planning and organization of a "community centered school” 
sliould cone from witîiln the conmunity. It must bo, in order 
to be successful, a community project.
1^ K. L.Engelhardt, "Tlie Function of the School Building in the Community'*, Teachers College Bocord. 
35*^51-9» March, 1934.
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Bulldinrs and facilities are also important, Tliey 
must be so arranged, equipped and administered to encourage 
community us©, if the program is to be successful, Yeager 
states:
The %'jldor use of the school plant will ncc^ essitat© adequate planning if its program and 
activities are to be adninlstei’ed in as desirable 
a way as possible, Tlie community school audi­
torium should be located and so arranged so that 
it can be administered as a unit separate from the school itself, Tliere should be convenient entrances 
and adequate space for indoor games and sports and 
other types of pliysical and social recreation. Most 
people like to listen to, as well as participate in, musical activities, T3ie arts and crafts are similarly popular. Laboratories and libraries, as 
well as space provisions for small group discussions, study groups, vocational activities, and play­
grounds, require consideration in planning.Dramatic arts must not be neglected. It does not 
require much Imagination to realise that the 
community school can be the most ifidely used
by
educational program for all,
Yeager again states:
Existing scîiools must be carefully appraised 
as to utility, and contemplated schools planned 
in the light of present and future needs. Pro­
vision sWuld be made in tlie school building for 
those activities in which all the people may be 
concerned. The folloi-ring is a partial lists 
auditorium meeting rooms for councils and com- mittoes, libraries, lounges, offices, medical 
and dental clinics, cafeteria, shops as needed, 
facilities for art, music, science, boy scout and similar youth activities, physical education 
and recreation, photography, dramatics, and 
speech, home economics, and agricultural activ-
111am A. Yeager, On, Cit.. p, 78. 
Ibid.. .p. 290.
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Itles, possible s-v/lnminc pool, playgrounds, and 
gardens* The modern school should develop a 
program based on the needs and resources of the 
commujiity or neighborhood* Often, owing to 
limited funds, choices may have to be made as 
to many of the features to bo included*
Tlie measure of success of a community school 
is the extent to which the co:v.munlty makes full 
use of its facilities. This Tfd.ll depend, in turn, 
on its convenience, utility, atmosphere, appearance, 
administration, and the extent to which the needs 
of the community have been met. Community planning 
must take into consideration those unmet needs represented by family life, public health, the 
library, and other welfare and social problems*
Here is the community*s real opportunity.
It is important to note here that very careful
planning is essential in designing new buildings and the
modernizing and renovating of old school plants to fulfill
community use of school# The inclusion of all essential
facilities for combined youth-adult-community use need not
add appreciably to the expense of the building if the
educational designing is carefully done^^. On the other
hand, there are schools which have been planned for
community use which provide adequate but poorly organised
space for community use or space which does not meet the
needs or activities of the community which are left entire 1:;/
unused and thus a waste of public money*^^ Cyrl9 statest
Arthur B. Moehlman, «Community Centered Secondary 
Schools”, Nations Schools* 29s19, January, 19^2*
Merle A* Stoneman, Kiiute A* Broudy and Alans on D, 
Brainard, Planning and Kodernizing The School Plant* (Lin­
coln# tiniversity oTlîebrasIca Press, 19^9), p. 7̂ .
Frank ¥, Cyr* Planning Rural Commun!ty School 
Buildings* (New York# Bureau of Public Relations, Teachers 
College, Colt̂ nbla University, 19^9), p. lp«
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The school of today Is centered less and less 
on boohs and more and more on life# It houses 
not only cîillâren and youth but adults; it supports 
not a traditional school progran but a \/ide variety 
of activities. The recreational, social and econonic 
needs of the wliole community should find satisfaction 
in the nov school. Thus the school buildine is a -injor educational tool for carrying out the program planned for the community,
Effeciency is lost, hence public money is wasted 
when part of the school building, planned for a 
special purpose, serves that purpose for only a feu hours each day. If a given space is to be 
used satisfactory for more than one purpose, good %]lannlng and wise administration are* very nec­
essary; otherwise the space may serve no purpose 
adequately. Administrative and operating procedure 
nay well bo the deciding factor between effective 
and ineffective use of the room planned for multiple purposes, ricsponsibility for careful study of such rooms and., detailed planning of their use rests upon 
those %Tho design the building*
Some of the rooms in the building can be designed 
for multiple use. Folding tables, recessed in the 
walls of the ĝ ’̂Rinasiuia, allow this space to be used also for serving school lunches, Special access 
provision and extra storage space allow shops and 
certain classrooms to accommodate adult groups at 
night, A classroom for language and speech groups, equipped %fith a small platform, can become a meeting 
place for small community groups that do not require 
the school’s auditorium or stage. Careful planning 
of the homemaklng room allows it to be used to serve dinner to as many as thirty-five people, (The school 
kitchen and lunchroom can be used for larger groups) hany other occasions are found where proper design 
\rill enable a space to serve effectively more groups or more kinds of functions if the rooms are carefully 
planned.
In the planning of school facilities for cormnunity use, 
much emphasis has been placed on the convenience of access 
by the users, “Auditoriums, gymnasiums, cafeterias, 
libraries, and other potential meeting rooms should be so 
located t" at the public may have access to them v/ithout 
disturbing other areas of the building, .f\lso, more attention
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jîhould be given to appropriate parking areas*̂ ,̂  ̂ Or as John 
F* îTichols^^ statest
The auditorium, ĝ rrmasiura, cafeteria— those 
portions used by large groups should be so Situated and planned that they may be entered directely and 
conveniently from parking areas, and used together 
irlth storage and toilet accommodations ifithout 
permitting access to the remainder of the building—  those parts not used by the public should be on 
separate heating lines so they may be kept com­
fortable while the rest of the building stays cool.
The literature contains many accounts on v;hat fac­
ilities should be open to or provided for community use.
The folloi'/ing is a list of facilities which should be 
available if a school is to provide adequately for community 
use*^^
1* Shops for woodworking metal work and other drafts#
2. îk>tion picture eq’oipment#
3. Equipment for night or weekend school, including provisions for supervised correspondence study.
4. Space provisions for lectures.5* Space provisions for entertainment, requiring use 
of stage and auditorium*6. Auditorium or other room for meetings of organ­
izations of the community.
7. Space provisions and equipment for banquets, 
dinners, etc.8. Gymnasium facilities for community athletics and 
physical training*
9. Community library.
Another added facility about which much has been 
written is the community room.
^0 Yan Miller and Willard B, Spaulding, The Public 
Administratlon of American Schools. (New York: World Book
Ciompany, 19^21, p ̂
Jolin P. Nichols, "Planning Snail Tow»n and Bural 
Schools", Childhood Education. 22*6 229, February, 1949.
Moxlo A. Stoneuan, C»u. pit., pp. $2—53.
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The community room is a room in the school u'Tliaing lAich 
has been set aside and equipped for community use# It is 
open all day and evening for use by approved community 
groups# The follo%d.ng, taken from Stonenan^B is a list 
of requirements a community room should meets
1, The community room should be easy of access from the street or parking area#
2. The community room should be so located that 
entrance to it will not interfere with other 
school activities. A separate entrance is desirable#
3* Remoteness from other rooms is desirable#
*4-* The room should be provided with chairs sufficient 
to seat community groups not large enough to require the auditorium.
5* A desk or table should be provided for the meeting 
chairman#
6# A raised platform is desirable, although stage equipment is not necessary if provided in the gjrmna s i urn-a ud i tor ium .
7# The community room should be so equipped that it 
may, when desirable, be heated independently of 
the building proper#
8. Either a library connection should be provided, or a shelf of books be made available in the 
community room* Some authorities do not favor combining school and community libraries#
Many small schools do not have the space or the money 
to provide a separate room for continual comiunity use. It 
has been advocated in such cases to utilize the lunch room as 
a community room# The lunch room in many cases, is used for 
only a short period of each day and with a little modification 
it could easily be turned into a combination lunch and com­
munity room#
It is obvious from the review of literature that the
23 Ibia## p# 129#
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majority of studies related to community use of schools 
deals vjith concepts, policies and facilities* Therefore, 
this study was organized on that basis, with the idea of 
getting information and data pertaining to current concepts, 
policies and facilities as well as data on the extent these 
selected schools in Missoula County are being utilized by 
their community*
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CHAPTER III
GCIÎOOI, BOARD POLICIES, PULES A:'D REGULATIONS 
Aim SCHOOL FACILITIES
Before tEc policies in reyard to com­
munity use of schools and the facilities included in these 
eight schools, it seems desirable to discuss the school 
administrators♦ and school boards’ vlevs toward community 
use of schools* The views of most school administrators 
on community use of schools were similar*^ Tlie administrai 
tors all believed the schools should be open for commun!ty 
use. Five of the eight administrators qualified their 
statements on tills belief by adding, "as long as this use 
does not Interfere wdth the regular educational program",
or "as long as these rights are not abused and the groups
are kept under control".
One point that was stressed by these administrators 
was that groups which use the school facilities should 
sponsor organised activities of benefit to the community* 
The administrators of the three largest school systems 
stressed the point that the schools are community or public 
owned buildings, whereas the administrators of the smaller 
systems did not emphasize this*
1 See appendix B*
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Hie following: statement Is an attempt to bring out 
all the major points that vere stressed and to set up a 
composite statement of these administrators* views toward 
community use of schools. The public schools which are 
community owned and operated, should be open for use to 
organized groups which are a benefit to the community. 
School facilities which are allowed to be idle, are not 
paying for themselves. Therefore, the schools and their 
facilities should be used to the greatest possible extent, 
as long as this use does not interfere with the regular 
educational program and is kept under control*
The school boards* views toi/ard community use of 
schools were not nearly so clear cut and well defined as 
those of the school administrators. In all eases, the 
school boards felt that school facilities should be open 
for community use. Members of the school boards, wd.th the 
exception of District îTo.l, did not go on to qualify this 
statement in any way. These school board members had little 
more to say about community use of schools.
Policy, rules and romilations. All of the schools 
studied had some type of an agreement or understanding with 
the community concerning the use of school facilities for 
non-school activities.^ The school board minutes of
^ See appendix B* 
^ See appendix C.
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Districts No. 1, !Io. iV, no. VO and ülssoula County Oleh 
School contained -./ritten policies pertaini'.̂ : to contnunlty 
use Ox tlie school facilities. The other fonj school lourds 
had no v.Tltten policies concerning connunity use of schools* 
Those four schools either had an uni-srltten policy or on 
understanding -s-Tith the community about the use of school fac­
ilities*
T’.ie eipht school districts all had additional require­
ments other than those included in the oririnal policy.
These additional requirements for all ei[:ht schools were 
very much alike* Tîie requirements were needed mainly to 
plug the loop holes in the oririnal policy and were added 
as tiiey were needed to take care of new needs and problems 
that happened to arise* Tlie school boards added those 
requirements as needed with the exception of District "o, 
and nissoula County High School where the additional 
requirements were left to the administrator’s discretion*
Tlie decision as to what groups may use school fac­
ilities in four of the districts rests with the school 
board, and in the ether four, the decisions rest with the 
scliool administrators* The policy of District ho* 1 is so 
well defined that the administrator’s secretary can make 
the decision in most cases* Groups who desire to use the 
scliool facilities of District lîo* 4o, altho igh the decisions 
rest v.rlth the adiiinlst ’ator, nay make their reqn.osts directly" 
to the school board* In all cases whore 'he administrator 
ha? the authority to , zv& decision as to lyiap rno'ys are
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elic'i'ble to use the school facilities, his authorltj* is 
complete, exceut for unusual requests vhich are referred 
to the school board*
The school facilities are available for corjiunity us?; 
daring the sumuer months in Districts Ho* 7, Ho. 23, Ho. 40 
and I'issoula County ITigh School* In the other four districts 
studied, the school facilities are not open for community 
use during this tine. Groups that are using school fac­
ilities of District Ho* 1, when the schools close, ore 
allowed until June 30 to finish their prof.Tams, The school 
board of District Ho* 1 closes the school facilities to 
community use during the summer months so that the rê palrs 
and alterations that are needed on the school buildings may 
be carried on t/lthout interference.
District Ho* 1*̂  ̂also closes its school facilities for 
repairs during the summer months. District Ho* 5 facilities 
are closed to community use during the summer months, but 
there are exceptions to this rule. District Ho* 32 closes 
school facilities during this time because, as yet, there 
has been no demand for them to be left open* The school 
board of this district feels that if there ever is a demand 
for the use of scîiool facilities during the sum.er months, 
they would be opened*
The use of school facilities by groups of the com­
munity during regular school hours is allowed in Districts 
ÎÎO* 1, Ho* l4, Ho. bo and Hissoula County High School as
I
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lone as they do not interfere vith the regular educational 
program* School Districts Ko, 5 and ITo. 7 do not allow this 
use, nalnly "because of loadequcte roon, estiecially in the 
case of District Ko. 7# District ITo* 23 has allowed this 
use in the past, "but the increased eurolinent prevents It 
now* In District IIo, 32, there has been no request for use 
of school facilities during regular school hours and the 
board is not sure whether it \rauld be allowed but feels 
that they would probably grant the permission*
ITo charge is r.ade or fees required for use of school 
facilities in Districts ho. Ko* 7, Ko. 23, and No* VO. 
District Ko. 1 requires a charge of ;2*00 for use of school 
facilities end a fee of Cl.83 per hour for janitorial 
services, the exception being the educational-civic, youth 
groups and FÏA groups to which the feci'iities are furnished 
free of charge* District Ko. 1^ makes no charge to nor 
requires a foe from groups within the community, but a 
charge of C5*C0 is paid by outside groups for use of the 
facilities. District Ko. 32 makes a charge of C2.50 for 
janitorial services and S2.50 for use of facilities and 
equipment. Missoula County high School makes no charge 
for use of the facilities but requires a fee of $1*50 per 
hour for janitorial services*
Policy, rules and regulations on the eight schools 
studied were set in all cases by the school boards of each 
district with the exception of Districts ITo. 1 and :"o, 40
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and Tvlssonla County nigh School, where the â -̂ r.lnlstrctors 
’./orh Jointly ;rlth the board as a professional advisor*
The school board of District ho. l4 sets the oririnal 
policy and rules and regulations hut leaves any required 
additions up to the adninistrator,
Districts ho. 1 and ho. 32 were the only districts 
of the eicht studied that requlrod a uTitten applies'ion 
requesting use of school facilities. Application ferns 
appear in the Appendix D.
School bill Id inn and facilities. In the process of 
surveying the schools and their facilities in regard to 
coamunity use, a survey of other community buildings that 
could be used as community centers was also made. With the 
exception of Missoula, these communities had few public 
buildings other than their schools.
Tîie commi.inity of Cold Springs, District lîo. has 
no public buildings other than the school. Lolo, District 
No. 7, has a community clubhouse, in the process of being 
remedied and modernized, wîiich is used for most of the 
community activities* District No. lb- at Bonner has one 
large hall in Finntown but it is not modern and vexy poorly 
equipped* This building has no kitchen, water supply or 
modern toilet facilities. Target Range, District No. 23 
has no community building other than the school. This 
community has plans for building, in the near futujce, a 
separate building on the school ground which will serve
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as a co:imuiilty center and also provide extra classroom and 
recreational space for the school* District ITo. 32, at 
Clinton, has one old club îiouse which is very seldom used. 
Frenchtown, District Ko* 40, has no public facilities other 
than the school buildings*
In making: the survey of these school facilities, 
classrooms were grouped together and not listed individually. 
The rest of the facilities were listed individually and 
checked as to which of these facilities were open to com­
munity use. Appendix E. contains this list.
District ITo. 1 has twelve elementary schools which 
are used extensively by community groups. Central school 
is the only one of the tt;olve wMch has a hone economics 
room and a shop. Neither of these are open for community 
use. All of the schools have libraries, wîiich ere not open 
for community use* Roosevelt and Hawthorne are the only 
schools which do not contain kitchen facilities, but both 
have new construction going on at the present time which 
will include these facilities. Four of the schools have 
gyms and five of them have gymnasium-audltorium combinations. 
A new Roosevelt school, which is being built, the Hawthorne 
addition, will include a gymnasimn-auditorium in each.
VJhen tills construction is completed, Lincoln xdLll be the 
only school without at least a gymnasium. In all cases, 
kitchen, gymnasium, and gynnasiiaa-anditoriums are open for 
community use. Lincoln is the only school in the District
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which has a lunchroom, and it is available r. r community 
use.
The gymnasium-auditcriums of the three newest schools, 
Ifashington, Jefferson, and Prescott are very r̂ell planned 
for community use. Tlioy are so situated that they can be 
shut off fron the rest of the school and can be entered
directly from the street* The rooms can be heated separat­
ely from the rest of the building. The kitchen is connected 
directly with the g^ncinasium-auditorlum and there is storage 
space under the stage for folding tables and chairs wlilch 
are stored on wheeled carts, and nay be %;heeled out and set 
up very easily to feed large groups*
Although the classrooms are checked as being available 
for community use, they are opened only to handle overflow 
groups or when other facilities are nc't available. The 
only schools which use the classroom extensively are the
ones which do not have gymnasiums or gynnasium-auditorlums.
District No. 5 has a very modern up-to-date rural 
school whicli includes classrooms, library, kitchen and 
recreation room. The classrooms are not open for community 
use. TtiO library includes o branch of the county extension 
library for community use and is tlie only school studied 
which has this arrangement, although all the rural areas 
have county extension libraries, Tîiis district has plans 
for a new addition which i/ill include ti/o classroom, 
lunchroom, and gjnnnasium-audltoriiim, all of which will be
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aval lable to the conmunlty.
District ITo* 7j at Lolo, has one old tuo room school 
house v/ith out-door toilet facilities and no running water. 
This district has plans for building a new school or adding 
to aid modernizing the present school. Due to the Inad­
equate facilities, the community of Lolo makes very little 
use of the school building.
District IIo. l4, at Bonner, has very good facilities* 
The system includes eight classrooms, library, hone economies 
room, shop and a new gymnasiom-auditorium wh*ch includes a 
kitchen and multi-purpose lunchroom. The Boy Scouts have 
their own room in the basement of the nain building with a 
private entrance. The gymnasium-auditorium, kitchen and 
luncliroom are the only facilities which are open for com­
munity use. The lunchroom is behind a moveable s 'age, 
which nay be moved out flush with the wall of the nain 
room to make a lunchroom or when needed, moved back to 
make a stage. The lunchroom serves as a multi-purpose 
room and is used more than the other facilities by the 
community groups.
District ITo* 23, at Target Range, has ti/o class­
rooms separated by a sliding door In the old building and 
has a classroom, kitchen and a combination recreation- 
lunchroom in a new addition. The recreation-lunchroom 
also has to servo as a classroom because of increased 
enrollment. The district has plans for a new addition to
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provide more space for not!i school and cnrsiTinity nse.
District ITo# 32, at Clinton, has a modern and very 
well equipped rural school. The school facilities were 
designed with the idea of community use* Tlie facilities 
include classrooms, hone economics room, shop, kitchen, a 
multi-purpose lunchroom and gymnasium-auditorium. The 
kitchen, multi-purpose I’jinchroom and gymnasium-auditor!urn 
are open for community use.
The school facilities at Frenchtown house both the 
elementary and high school for District Ho# 40# The class­
rooms, home economics department and library are not avail­
able for community use* The kitchen, lunchroom, gymnasimn- 
auditorium, and projection room are open for community use# 
The shop is open only under "proper supervision".
All of the facilities of Missoula County High School 
are available for community use# The only restriction is 
that the shop may be used only under "proper supervision".
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CIIA.PTER IV
COÎÎOJÎÎIT̂  ̂D8E OF rCJIOOLS
In the process of collecting the data on what groups 
and orgaiiigations within the comniunity have used the fac­
ilities of these eight school systems in the past year, 
five tilings were noted; the name of the groups or organ­
izations, the date and time the facilities were used, what 
facilities were used, and the functions or activity that 
were carried out# The functions or activities that took 
place were classified into tîiree groups or combinations of 
these three groups; educational, recreational and social- 
civic# In some cases, the activity itself was listed 
because it could not bo accurately classified into one of 
the tliree groups#
Croups and orp.anisations which used school facilities, 
Tv/o hundred and two groups and organizations and their 
affiliates mado use of the facilities of fifteen school 
plante in eight communities during the period from July 1, 
1952 through July 1, 1993. Of these tvra hundred and t\ro 
groups, seventy-four may bo classified as recreational or 
social-recreational, thirty-six were educational-civic 
groups, thirty-five w*ere educational groups, twelve\jere 
recreational-civic g roups, ten were civic or foclal-civlc
-33*
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groups, six wore social groups, and four were relirions 
groups# The roraalnlnc twenty-four groups were diverse and 
may ho classified as miscellaneous groups.^ The educational- 
civic groups were composed mainly of youth organisations.
These grou:s and organisations are listed by school 
districts In Appendix F, and in the case of District îIo. 1, 
which has twelve school plants, the groups and organizations 
arc listed by schools*
The name of some of these groups and organizations 
appear more than once in the appendix# The reason for tills 
is that these particular groups either used the same school 
facilities for different functions or activities and had to 
be listed again to keep the data complete, or these groups 
used the facilities of more than one school riant, in which 
case, since the data were collected and listed by individual 
schools, the names of these groups naturally reappear*
The greatest demand for the use of school facilities 
is during the winter months* From late spring through early 
fall, these communities make very little use of their school 
facilities for non-school activities* One factor that accounts 
for this increase In the use of school facilities during the 
winter months, is the independent basketball groups wîiich 
used the gymnasium facilities of these schools extensively 
during this tine# Tlie square dance groups are another gype 
of recreational group which used school facilities extensively 
These groups used the school facilities from early
^ 'GQ Op; cndix F*
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fall to late spring, but concentrated their activities 
during the winter months.
According to the data collected, the majority of 
the adult groups which used school facilities were rec­
reational in nature. Very few adult educational and civic 
groups used these school facilities. However, most of 
the youth groups which used these facilities were educational 
civic groups. The greatest part of the adult education and 
civic functions was being carried out at Missoula County 
îHgh School wîilch is centrally located and best equipped to 
handle adult groups. Also, some adult education was carried 
out in the Frenchtown area and it is interesting to note 
that the school plant there also includes a high school.
This seems to illustrate the point that high school fac­
ilities are better equipped to handle adult study groups 
than elementary school facilities*
Community use of schools in villago and urban areas. 
Missoula may be classified as an urban community and Fronch- 
town and Tonner as village coTanunities. Tlie se tlirec com­
munities are the largest comcunities of the seven studied 
and they maintain the four largest school systems of the 
eight concerned in this thesis,
The school facilities of these tlirec co jimmities are 
used extensively by community groups. I’issoula, which has 
access to the twelve elementary schools of District Ho. 1,
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and the facilities of '‘"Isconln County high fchool, used 
these fccilities to a great extent* There is a clc.-̂ inite 
difference be tiro on the use tlint this conr.iuiity nahcs of 
the cleno.ntary schools and the high school facilities. Tlie 
clonentory schools are used mostly for recreational purposes 
and by youth groups, whereas the high school facilities 
are used more G:'tensively by adult ech.icational, civic, 
cultural and occupational groups.
There are several reasons for this difference in use. 
First, the high school is centrally' located and is hotter 
equipped than the elementary schools for use by adult groups, 
which require classroom and meeting space. Secondly, the 
elementary schools which are located throughout the con- 
nunitj'' are naturally more desirable meeting places for 
neighborhood recreational organisation and youth groups. 
Third, although the high school recreational facilities are 
open to Community use, these facilities arc used so exten­
sively in the high school program that they are seldom 
available to community groups. The burden of furnishing 
facilities for sports and recreational groups falls on 
District ho. 1,
Unfortunately, the administration of Ttissoula County 
High Scliool does not keep a record of the groups which use 
school facilities. Therefore, the data on which groups 
used the îiigh school facilities are incomplete. If this 
data were complete, it would bring out the difference in
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the use of the facilities of the two scliool systems even 
more clearly than it does noir.
One major difference in the policy of the school 
boards of these two systems re^ardlng community use of 
scîiools is that the policy of District No* 1 does not 
allow religious groups to use facilities for religious 
purposes, whereas the policy of the high scliool does*
Various religious groups in the community use the high 
school facilities for church services and religious purposes.
In both the elementary school and high school, the 
facilities are used by community groups until late in the 
evening almost every day of the week. The twelve elemen­
tary schools of District lio# 1 were used by a total of 
121 groups during the period of July 1, 1952 to July 1, 1953# 
The high school facilities were used by twenty-two groups 
during this time, but it must be remembered that these 
data are inconplete and that many other groups, which could 
not be traced, used these facilities.
The school facilities of District No. 1*+, at Bonner, 
were used by a total of twenty-two different community groups 
and organisations during the period from July 1, 1952 to 
July 1, 1953. The main use was by recreational and youth 
groups. Thero were more social gatherings at this school 
than at the others studied.
In the community of Frenchtotm, seventeen groups 
made use of District No. hO*s school facilities. Here the
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greatest use m b s  for educational, social and recreational 
functions* Only one youth group made use of the school 
facilities. This was found to be characteristic of the 
rural areas studied*
flonnimlty use of schools in rural areas. The com­
munities of Cold Springs, Lolo, Target Range and Clinton 
are all rural areas. There is a defiuate difference in 
the extent that these four rural comiuunities used their 
school facilities in comparison to the extent that urban 
and village co nunlties used theirs. In all four of these 
comuni ties, only timnty-tivo groups made use of these 
facilities during the period from July 1, 1952 to July 1, 1953. 
Nine of these groups used the Target Rang© school focilitle , 
six groups, the Clinton school facilities, four used the 
Cold Springs school facilities and three used the Lolo 
school facilities.
The reason why the community of Lolo make so little 
use of its school facilities is fairly obvious. Conditions 
in the obsolete school building disco irage coununity use 
and the community has a modern club house which is far more 
adequate as a corjGunity center than the school house.
The other three schools are modern enough and 
equipped to serve co.amunity groups, yet, very little use 
was made of these facilities. The absence of organized 
youth groups in these rural areas may be one reason for 
this. The youth groups in the urban and village communities
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\TOTG among the groups which utilized school facilities 
most# Tlie only active youth organizations in these rural 
communities were the groups*
Another reason for this is that these rural cô miunltles 
are all within a few minutes drive of an urban center.
Many of the members of these rural communities belong to 
organised groups in Tllssoula# Their Interests and leisure 
time activities are centered in Missoula instead of their 
oxm communities * This tends to break up the smaller com­
munities,and discourage the organization of community groups 
vrfilCli might utilize school facilities#
Obviously, these rural communities did not utilize 
their school focil' ties to the extent that tJie other areas 
did# The extent that a community makes use of its school 
facilities depends largely on the needs of the community, 
and since the facilities of these four schools were open to 
the corruminity, tho community itself determined whether or 
not the resources were utilized*
ÏÏO analysis was made of how many tines these groups 
and organizations used these school facilities# An analysis 
of this type could not be made from the data collected#
Some of these 202 -groups used these school facilities 
onco a week, bi-mlnthly or monthly for the complete 
year* Other groups were very Irregular in their use#
Some groups used the facilities once or txrice a year#
Many groups used the facilities once a week,
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or bi-monthly for a certain period of time. The school 
records vere complete as to the day of the week and the 
time of day these groups used the school facilities, but 
in most cases, the records did not indicate the date that 
these groups started their pro.'rrams and the dates that 
they finished their program. Unfortunately, this pre­
vented a complete analysis of the extent that each of these 
groups and organisations utilized the facilities of these 
eight school systems*
School sponsored community use. Another are : that 
was studied in this survey was what these eight school 
systems were doing in the way of actively sponsoring com­
munity-centered schools. The results of this part of the 
study proved to be negative. Hot one of these schools 
was carrying on programs in adult education or community 
recreation. District Ho, 1 does furnish facilities and 
equipment to the îîissoula City Becreation Department for 
the Youth Recreation Program, Districts Ho, 7 and Ho, 23 
sponsor a summer recreation program for children, but none 
of these systems sponsor community proch-ams for all age 
groups.
The majority of the school board members of those 
school districts do not seem to be conscious of the "com­
munity centered school" idea, Tîiese boards are not familiar 
with what is being done in other communities regarding 
community use of schools. Therefore, they do not realize
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the schools* potentalllties as co’oiinity resources and as 
the centers for community functions and activities. Nor 
do the cor.munitles seem to realize the possibilities that 
their local school facilities offer as a way of improving 
coTimunlty life.
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CHAPTER V
SÜI'ÏÏ'ARY A im  COnCLTJSIOÎT
SmCIARY OP ITSTHODS
The data for this thesis were collected by two means. 
The data on policy, rules and regulations and school fac­
ilities were collected by means of personal interviews with 
school administrators and school board members* Tho data 
on which groups and organisations within the community used 
school facilities were collected from school records,
Tîie methods employed in collecting this data, as a 
whole, proved to be successful. The data collected by 
personal interview was sfufficiont in all areas, Tlie data 
on what groups and organisations in the comnunity used 
school facilities were incomplete in some cases* Tlie reason 
for this being that in some schools, the records either did 
not contain sufficient data or were incomplete and in other 
schools, a written record of community use of school 
facilities was not kept,
Tlie only way this missing data could be collected 
was by a survey of all the groups and organisations in these 
communities to see which ones did utilise school facilities 
and then collect the necessary data from their records* A 
survey of this type would require a great deal of ’irork and 
time * Due to the scope of this study and the tine allowed
—h-2—
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for it, a survey of this erctcnt could not he made.
The data on community use of these various school 
facilities in most cases were complete* The total data 
assimilated \ms enough to warrant carrying on the study.
SUÎHIARY AND FINDINGS
In summarising the findings of this study, the data 
of the three major areas studied vd.ll be briefly analysed.
The area of scliool-sponsored community programs v/ill be 
0flitted since the findings were negative.
Policy» rules and regulations. All of the school 
boards of the eight school systems studied had some type of 
policy, rules and regulations pertaining to community use 
of schools. The boards of the four larger systems had 
v/rltten policies governing community use of schools, Tlae 
boards of the four rural systems had either an unwritten 
policy or an understanding with the community concerning 
community use of schools.
All of these school boards found that additional 
rules and regulations had to be added from time to time to 
plug the loop holes in the original policy and to meet 
nevr needs and problems that might arise. The school boards 
of these eight schools, with the exception of District ITo, lU 
and îîissoula County îîigh School, drew up and added these 
new rules and regulations as needed. The addition of new 
rules and regulations in District ITo. l4 and Missoula
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County lîigh School is left to the discretion of the 
administrator*
Only tv/o of tho boards asked the administrators to 
sit with the board as a professional advisor and help draw 
up the policy and rules and regulations governing comnunity 
use of schools* Tlie four rural districts did not allow 
the administrator to have a part in the formulating or 
administering the policy pertaining to community use of 
scliool facilities* The two remaining districts gave t3ie 
administrator control of the administration of the policy, 
rlies and regulations#
The rural districts, with the exception of District 
ITo* 32, furnished the scliool facilities free of charge to 
ooraniinity groups* The two village r.chools furnished the 
facilities free of charge to community groups but District 
ITo* iV made a $5*00 charge to outside groups for the use of 
the facilities* The boards of District ITo* 1 and IIo* 32 
and lilssoula County high School required fees for janitorial 
services and Districts No* 1 and IIo* 32 also made charges 
for use of their facilities#
The data collected on policy, rules and regulations 
Indicate that the school boards of the four larger school 
systems, which are located In urban and village areas, 
were more aware of community school concepts and more 
progressive in their actions and views concerning co munit;' 
use of schools than were boards of the four rural school
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systems. The boards In all cases were just meeting the 
demands of the conn>\nity. hot one of those school boards 
were actively sponsoring or planning for the future com­
munity use of school facilities.
School building and facilities. The data collected 
on school buildings and facilities indicated that, of the 
eight school systems, only one had facilities which were 
entirely unsulted and inadequate for community use. This 
school, which is located in lolo, is an old two room frame 
building vrithout modern conveniences and, since the com­
munity of Lolo has a modern community clubhouse, very ]JLttlo 
use was made of this school building by comunity groups.
The facilities of tho other seven school systems 
were found to be adequate for community use. These schools, 
with tho exception of the school build in located at Clinton 
and îîissoula, were not planned with community use in mind. 
The buildings, in most cases, could be greatly improved 
for use by community groups.
District No. 1 maintains twelve separate school 
plants in Iîissoula and its outlaying areas. The study of 
the twelve plants Indicates that all but three of the plants 
were equipped to serve community groups fairly. The 
Hawthorne, Roosevelt and Lincoln schools do not have 
gymnasium-auditoriums. These facilities wore found to be 
in crreatest demand in this area, Hawthorne and Roosevelt 
also were lacking kitchen facilities which tends to dis- 
cosjpago comjrui;!  ̂ use* HowViorno school / vjw
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addition unde:' construction which wi 11 incîude kitchen 
facilities and a r jrmna siiim-audit or iuin, A new Roosevelt 
school is bein" constructed v/hlcij. id. 11 be the i:ost nodern 
school in tlie area, hhon this construction is conpleted, 
Lincoln school id. 11 be the only one in District No. 1 
without at least a Quxnasium-auditorluni or a gyranasium.
Although the school board of District No. 1, as yet, 
has not actively sponsored corruiixnlty use of schools, the 
board is incorporating in their now construction, sono 
of the features that have been recomnonded as needed in 
school buildings that are to serve connunity groups. This 
is particularily evident in the gymnasiun-audltoriun 
additions of the new schools, which are situated, constructor 
and equipped to serve com:%unity groups as well as the school 
itself.
The study of these school buildings and facilities 
illustrated that these buildings were equipped to serve 
community groups and the facilities that were in greatest 
demand were open for conmimity use. However, these buildings 
and facilities, in most cases, were not originally planned 
for community use end e great deal could be done by way of 
improving these facilities for such use. Also, with the 
new construction being planned by these eight school 
systems and with a little foresight and careful planning, 
these school syst- ms could gain nei; b'ildings and facilities 
which, instead of providing only for the educational 
programs of the school, couiu adequately serve the /̂nolo
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comnïinity and make the school more a part of the community.
Corunî ntty use Qt schools. The data collected on 
which groups and organisations within the co^unity used 
school facilities showed that 202 groups used the facilities 
of these eight school systems during the period of July 1, 19! 2 
to July 1, 1953* The greatest use of these facilities vas 
by recreational groups* Educational-civic youth groups were 
next, and third were educational groups* Hieso three groups 
made up the majority of the groups and organisations which 
used school facilities.
The facilities that were in the greatest demand by 
these groups were the recreational and the kitchen facilities* 
The recreational facilities, in many cases, were used in 
preference to other facilities by the educational groups 
and tlie youth groups*
The findings illustrated that a definite difference 
in tho extent that these school facilities were utilized 
by urban and village communities and by the rural connunitics. 
The administrators of the schools located in urban and 
village communities felt that the community groups were 
utilizing the school facilities almost to capacity* This 
is especially true in District Ho, 1 and hissoula County 
îügh School. The findings on the use of school facilities 
in the rural communities shoved that very little use was 
made of these facilities * The rinçai schools were utilized 
in a very limited sense In comparison to the extent that tho
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urban and village comniunities used their schools ♦
There are several reasons for this difference. The 
tvo most obvious reasons are the absence of organized youth 
groups in the rural areas, which are among the groups which 
utilise school facilities most in the urban and village 
areas, and the close proximity of the four rural areas to 
the urban centers of Missoula.
CONCLUSION
This study was organized to collect data in five 
areass school administrators» and school boards* views 
toward community use of schools; school board policy, rules 
and regulations regarding community use of schools; school 
facilities and their use by community groups; groups and 
organizations in the community which utilised school facili-» 
ties; and scliool sponsored community use of schools.
Although the findings indicated that these eight 
school systems allowed community groups and organizations 
to utilize school facilities for non-school activities and 
that these communities were utilizing these school facilities, 
at best, this use was haphazard and unorgrnized. Tliis may 
be considered a fault of both the school systems and the 
communities.
Even though the school administrator and school 
boards interviewed all believed in community use of schools, 
the policy, rules and regulations governing community use
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of schools were not designed to encourage this use but just 
to meet the demands of the community. The school adminis­
trator and school boards of these schools should originate 
and administer a policy on community use of schools which 
will benefit the community.
School buildings and facilities for cormrunity use is 
another area that was a problem of the school administrators 
and school boards. Buildings and facilities must be planned 
not just for the education of the school, but to meet the 
needs of the wliole community. Other schools have found 
that now buildings nay be constructed and old ones remodeled 
to meet the needs of the whole comiaunity with careful 
planning and little extra cost. The extra cost is usually 
offset by vastly Improved community-school relations resulting 
from the increased utilisation of these community centered 
scîiools.
The problem of seeing that these school facilities 
are used to benefit and meet the needs of the community 
is a concern of the entire commimity, Tlie results of this 
study indicate that groups and organisa tiens writhin these 
communities were using school facilities quite extensively 
for their functions and activities* This use was almost 
to the capacity of the school facilities, in some areas.
This use, in general, was not directly benefiting the 
community, but was more for the benefit of the individual 
groups and organizations which were using the facilities. 
There was not a planned c ony'.Uiii ty—wi ce adult educational,
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recreatlonal, or social-civic program to be found In the 
seven communities studied. Most of the uses of school 
facilities for non-school activities were not community 
programs. As a result, all the benefits accrued from 
the opening school facilities to the co-imunity have either 
been lost or greatly reduced.
Recommendations. Ih/o broad recommendations may be 
made from the results of this study* The first Is that» in 
order to meet the needs of the communities and for these 
communities to get the full benefits of their school facili­
ties, the policy, rules and regulations governing comrrunity 
use of schools must be revised to encoîirage and facilitate 
community use of schools. The school boards of these school 
systems must g? beyond the point of just meeting the demands 
of the community and actively encourage comrranity use of 
schools. Tliese boards must plan their educational program, 
wliich Includes building and facilities, with the view of 
the needs and interests of the entire community in mind*
The second broad recommendation which may be made 
from this study, is that, in order for these communities to 
get the full benefit from the use of school facilities by 
community groups and organisations, these communities must 
see that the functions and activities being carried out in 
the scliool facilities are a benefit to the community* The 
communities themselves are the ones that must plan, organlzo 
and administer a wise and beneficial of community
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use of schools. This has been carried out in some areas 
by establlsMnc a conmittee or coordinating council whose 
duty it Is to coordinate and to prevent duplication and 
overlapping of community functions and activities.
Obviously, if the use of school facilities is unorganized 
and haphazard, as was found in this study, the benefits to 
the community \ ill be greatly reduced* Many of the 
possibilities for improving community life and making the 
school more a part of the community rest in the intelligent 
and beneficial use the communities make of their local 
school buildings and facilities*
Further research* This study could be the basis 
for further research in the areas of school board policy, 
building and facilities in relation to community use of 
schools, and community groups and organizations that utilieo 
school facilities*
Since little research has been done in the state of 
Montana on connunity use of schools, this stucy should be 
divided into studies of small scope and also carried on at 
a statevriLde level. A great deal of information is needed to 
fill in the gaps in the loiowledge and understanding of 
tho various aspects of this popular movement.
The one major point that should be stressed in 
further research on this subject, is that unless the study 
is an attempt to peke a comparison between rural, village
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and urban schools, they should be studied separately from 
one another. The reason for this is that the communities 
and the school boards views and attitudes toward cormunity 
use of schools and the use these cormunities nake of their 
schools, differs to quite an extent among these three types 
of communities* Tîiis makes it difficult to study these 
communities as one group.
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AFPEÎTDIX A
INTERVIEW  GUIDE FOR SCIIDOL ADUITTIST'ATCRS
School Position
C ommunl ty Da te
1# As a school administrator, what is your view toward community use of the school?
2 * Does your school policy a How for community use of the school?
3# Do you have a definite set of standards to follow in 
deciding what groups may use school facilities?
4. I'JIiat are these standards?
5# hhc sets them?
6, If you do not have a set of standard^ on what basis doyou make decisions on which groups can use school fa­cilities?
7# Uhat requirements must a group or organisation meet in 
order to use school facilities?
8* I'Jhat charges or fees, if any, are required for use of 
school facilities?
9* Is community use of school facilities allo\?ed during 
regular school hours?
10# If so, what ore the limitations?
11# Are the scliool facilities available for community use 
during the summer months?
12. Has your school, the past year, sponsored or administered 
any program in the fclloitfing areas?
1# adult education2# Community recreation
3# social-civic
3-3• If so, what \ære they or what were their scope?
14# Has your school system ever considered the establishment 
of;1, community room
2# community library
3* coim.':unity recreation area
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15* Does your school building contain these frcllîtles? 
Kitchen Lunclrroom Auditorium Gymnasium Shop
16. V/liat facilities id.thin the school are open for com­
munity use?
17. Do you keep a irrltten record of groups which use school facilitios and \riiat they wore used for?
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IITTER7IEW GUIDE FOB SCIDOD BOARD
School District Chairman
Connunity Date
1# t.liat is your or the boards* view on communlty use of the school?
2. Does the local boards records contain a written state­
ment or policy concerning community use of school fa­cilities?
3* If so, vthat is its text?
4# 'Jîiat is the board policy concerning use of school fa­cilities during the summer months?
5* Do you have, in your policy, a set of standards or 
principles which are followed in allowing groups or organizations to use school facilities?
6* If so, what are they?
7# Iho sets them?
8# Who is responsible for deciding what groups or organ­isations may use school facilities?
9* If it rests with the school adrainistrator, lioi-f far does 
his authority extend?
10. If the decision rests with the local board, what require­
ments must a group meet in order to use school facilities?
11. Has the question of establishing community centered 
schools evér been brought up or discussed by the school 
board?
12* Has your scliool board ever considered the establishment 
of®
1* commun!ty roon
2. community library 3* community recreation area
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APPriTDIX B
SCHOOL ADHiniSTRATOBS A!JD
COî̂ lUîîITY USE SCHOOL DOABDS VIE’S ON OF SCHOOLS
School Aclralnistrators* Views :
School District Î ÎO .  1, Missoula,
School facilities should be available to genuine con-# 
munlty groups, large or snail. The school is a con- 
munlty-owned building, therefore, should be a connunity 
building. However, at all times, the educational program must come first#
School District Ho. 5f Cold Springs.
It is a very good practice as long as it is not abused 
and is kept under control. But groups tend to take advantage of it.
School District Ho. 7, Lolo.Ho definite view, except that schools should be open for community use if the community desires to use it.
School District Ho. 14, Bonner.Schools should be open for community use, as long as 
It does not interfere with the educational program 
and is educational in nature and a benefit to youth.
It must be for children and youth— not for adults.
School District Ho. 23, Target Bange*The community should use school facilities to the extent of the facilities but not beyond. Hot to the 
extent that schools become secondary. Groups must bo 
organised and a benefit to the community and respon­
sible to the administrator.
School District Ho* 32, Clinton,In that the purpose of the schools are to serve the 
community, they naturally should be open to organized 
community activities and groups.
School District Ho. Frenchtom.The schools should be used. Public property paid for 
and maintained bjr public money, thus the more^$t is 
used, the better return the g e t .If school buildings and their focllitie: are allowed
to sit idle, the school Is not paying for itslblf.
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lîissoula Comity îll£:h School.
School buildings and facilities should be used every 
available hour of the day and throughout the sunver.
The schools are big business and represent a large 
investuent and should be used to their fullest extent 
since they become obsolete long before tïiey wear out# 
Tills is one reason Wiy it is hard to got new buildings, they are obsolete, but not worn out#
School Boards Views:
School District ÎTo# 1, Missoula#
Due to the fact that the schools are owned and supported 
by the cormnunity, the board feels it should follow 
along with community demands, but do not el loir relig­ious or political gjroups to use school facilities and 
do not feel schools should be used from Saturday noon 
until Monday morning# Due to limited facilities, 
overcrowding of present scho Is and to the-extent tho schools are already being utilised by coram.uiity groups, 
the board does not feel it sîiould, nor is it necessary 
for it to, actively sponsor community use of schools* , 
School District's îîoJLP# T* A# has done a lot in tliis 
area#
School District Ho. 5» Cold Springs#The school board is definitely for community use of
schools# It would like to have the 
community center#
ichool become the
School District Ho# 7, Lolo#The school board is all for It, but there is little 
use of the facilities because it is very poorly 
equipped and not modern# Lolo has a modern club­
house that is used extensively by community groups#
School District Ho# ih» Bonner#The school should be open to responsible, organised 
groups, especially those who concentrate on youth 
activities# However, we feel there should be no 
dancing on tho gymnasium floor#
School District Ho# 23, Target Range#The school board of scliool District Ho. 23 is defin­
itely for throwing the scliool open to all organized 
groups within the community#
School District Ho# 32, Clinton#The board is very cooperative with groups in the 
community# The school, which is very nodern and well equipped for a rural school, was designed with the icon 
of a’eomnunlty-centortic school#
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Bcîlool District No* U-Oÿ Frenchto^m.
The school board of District ITo, 40 feels that the 
schools should be used to their fullest extent by 
the community, especially in their ovm case idiere 
tho school is the only large building in the commun­
ity that can be used by community and groups \d.tîiin the coEiEi’unity*
Missoula County lïlgh School,Schools definitely should be used by the community, but under proper supervision* It is a disgrace to 
the community if the schools are not used*
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APPEIÎDIX C .
School Board policy, rules and rerulations 
SCIIDOL DISTiaCl ITû. 1, ÎÎI3S0ÛLA
RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR USE OF SCHOOL FACILITIES
A*
1. The Board of Trustees of School District Number One of Missoula 
is eager for the people of the community to use the school buildings 
and equipment of the school system for educational and recreational 
purposes. To extend this privilege to the citizens of Missoula,
the Board finds it necessary to ask that the following regulations 
be observed. In the interest of economy, a small charge must be 
made for the use of buildings by persons or organizations not directly 
connected with the public schools, except, approved charitable organ­
izations. Meetings held for pupils, meetings for teachers, Parent- 
Teacher associations, entertainment for the benefit of the schools 
by student organizations are recognized by the school authorities 
and such meetings shall have precedence over all others, and may be 
held by arrangement with the Principal of the building, who shall 
assume the responsibility therefor and either be present in person 
or represented by some one delegated to this duty. It must always 
be understood that either the Principal or Custodian or Delegated 
person is in authority. Failure to comply with these rules or any 
request made by the above named will cause a withdrawal of permission 
for use of buildings.
2. Section 56 of GENERAL PROVIblONS in handbook of Rules and Reg­
ulations states: "The Board may permit the use of school buildings 
by any general community group provided that application in writing 
for such use shall be made through the superintendent’s office and 
that the use of school buildings by such community groups shall not 
interfere with nor take precedence over the use of such buildings for 
school purposes. Buildings will not be made available for sectarian 
or political purposes,"
3. Use of school buildings for organized youth meetings may be 
provided by the District. Youth meetings, except school parties, 
shall be out promptly at 9 p.m.
It is definitely required that in all youth activities, some 
leader or adult must be at the building 15 to 20 minutes before the 
meeting for all doors shall remain locked until leaders do come. 
Youngsters shall be sent home if pounding on doors is found. Aŝ  
far as possible, Friday night will be reserved for youth activities.
Principal or custodian of building is in authority at all times 
for proper handling of deportment of children and the leaders will 
be responsible to them for the proper conduct and use of all school 
buildings and property,
4. For public meetings held the evenings of school days when school 
sessions have been held, the following rates shall prevail for the 
use of school facilities from September, immediately following Labor 
Day, to June 30 of each year:
A. Custodial service at current wage scale,
B, Minimum of ,00 for utilities.
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5« Lockor* rooms sh^H not b© op©n©d. bsfors 6:30 p,m, for ©vsning 
games and the playing time shall be so arranged that the building 
mav be closed by 11:30 p.m. Proper supervision of locker rooms, 
satisfactory to the superintendent of schools or his representative, 
shall be provided at their own expense by those engaging the use of 
the buildings, and in case of damage to the facilities, the cost of 
necessary repairs shall be paid to the School District before further 
use of school facilities shall be granted to the persons or organ­
izations responsible for said damage. No meeting shall be held until 
school authorities shall receive the proper assurance that sufficient supervision will be provided.
6. SMOKING SHALL NOT BE ALLOWED EXCEPT IN DESIGNATED PLACES.
7. Moving and adjusting of scenery, lighting effects, public address 
system and similar matters will be under the charge of the custodian 
or employee of the Board who shall have final authority in such matters,
8. Groups using the buildings shall be personally supervised by a 
sufficient number of adults or sponsors to insure orderly use of buildings and equipment.
9. All properties not belonging to the school system are to be 
removed after the last performance, or the following day. Otherwise 
they will be disposed of by the custodial staff.
10. No writing of names or other mutilations of walls or scenery will 
be permitted. The sponsors in charge will be held responsible in 
these cases.
11. For evening use, the buildings will be opened at 7:00 p.m. with 
the exception of gymnasium locker rooms which may be opened at 6:30 
p.m. by arrangement with custodian.
12. Use of buildings in the evening for youth parties will be 
permitted from 7:00 to 10:00 p.m. and the buildings must be vacated 
by that time.
13. A school custodian will be on duty and will be instructed to see 
that the building and equipment are properly used.
14. All day meetings and performances shall close at 5:00 p.m.
15. Whenever an auditorium or other room is used, sufficient super­
vision, including police attendance, if necessary, shall be provided 
by those to whom the accommodations are granted to insure good order, 
protection of property, observance of these rules and regulations, 
and the prevention of people wandering around the building or being 
on the school premises elsewhere than in the rooms engaged and their 
direct approach,
16. Gymnasiums and rooms othdr than the auditorium may be used by 
the general public only under bhe direct supervision and management 
of persons qualified to use and care for such equipment and apparatus 
contained therein; if the auditorium is engaged and stage scenery
is used, competent help to handle same shall be provided by those 
to whom the accommodation is granted,
17. These rules and regulations shall be posted in all Principals^ 
offices as well as copy attached to all permits issued for the use
. of buildings and facilities.
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B. Additional requircneats are that groups oust i.ake a 
^rrltten application vhon they desire to use the school building and must be non-profit, political, or religious. * ’
G* The decision as to uîilch grour, nay use sc’iool facilities,
rests vlth tho superintendent of schools, but the oollcyis so set up that, in most cases, his secretary can decide *
D. Tlie scWols are not open for connunity use during the
suninor nontlis— i/itli tho exception that groups wlio arealready using the facilities nay have until June 30 to finish up their program.
E. Use of school facilities is allowed during regular scliool hours, as long as it does not interfere with regular educational program*
F. There is a charge of C-2.00 made for use of school fa­
cilities and per hour fee for janitor services.Uitii the exception of educational civic-youth groups,
and P.T.A* groups, where there is do charge.
School District îîo. Cold Springs.
A. The school board of District Uo. 5 does not have alUTitten policy or a set of standards contain:d %-/ithin their minutes. Their un̂ ncitten policy is that the schoil 
vrlll be available to genuine groups in the community.
B* Additional requirements that groups or organisations must 
meet ares1. Must be under adult leadership*2. Must clean up when through using tlie building.
C. The board decides what group or organization may use
the school facilities.
D. The scliool is closed to community use during the summer 
months, but there are exceptions to this rule.
E. Use of school facilities during regular school hours is 
not allowed.
P. ÎTo charge is made for the use of school facili ties*
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School District No. 7, Lolo.
A. Tho school board of District ITo. 7 do not have a >/ritten 
policy or set of standards contained \,d:thln their nlnutos. 
Dug to Inadequate, obsolete school buildings, there Is 
very little demand for its use by the connunity. Ilowevo—. 
the unwltten policy of the scliool board allows for Its use,
B. Additional requlrenents ares
1. Group must clean up and leave building in rood con­dition.
2. Pay for loss or damage to property.
C. The school board decides wliich groups nay use the school buildings.
D. The school is available for connunity use during the summer months,
E* Use of school facilities during regular school hours is 
not allowed— not enough room*
F. Tliere is no c liar go for use of school facilities.
School District No* 1^, Bonner.
A, Policy of the board of trustees of District ITo# iV
in regard to use and care of gymnasium, kitchen and auditorium, taken from the minutes of the board In 
regular sessionsThe following rules and regulations to governs 
Buie and Eegulation No. 1.No smoîcing will be allowed in gymnasium. Signs to bo 
posted to that effect.
Bale and Eegulation ÎTo. 2.Tliere shall be no dancing allowed on gymnasium floor* 
Buie and Regulation îîo* 3.Only gym shoes (white soles) or satisfactory equiv­
alent must be worn at all tines in physical education 
or games of any kind.Buie and Regulation No, 4*Utility room and kitchen may be used at convenient times by responsible local groups and organisations 
for meetings etc*
Rule and Regulation No. !?.Supervision of gymnasium, utility room and facilitios 
as to schedule for students and other groups shall 
be left entirely with superintendent of schools.
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B. Additional requirements which are not set doim in the school board policies are;
1# lîust have some adult leader nresent i.iio is respon­sible*
2* Must be responsible for proper use of building and pay for all damage and breakage.
3. Must restore equipment to original position and clean up Immediately after meeting*
C. Tho superintendent of schools is resronsible for deciding what groups may or may not use the school facilities.
D. School facilities are not available for use during the summer monthsé
E. Community use of school facilities are allowed during 
regular school hours as long as it does not interfere with the regular educational program*
F. ÎÎO  charge or fee for groups within the comnunlty— outside groups must pay a fee of Ĵ 5*00.
School District no* 23J Target Range*
A. School District No. 23 has an unusual situation and a
poor on e which has caused open conflict between schoolboard and administrators* They have no v/rltten policy 
or set of standards in their minutes pertaining to 
community use of schools* Their un-v/ritteu policy is 
that any group id.thin the community may use the school 
facilities at their desire— the only thing that is 
required is that the groups or organization clear v/ith 
the clerk of the school board on the time they want the building. In other worSs^ the school board has 
given over Its control of ochool facilities to the community and it has reached tho point irhere the 
educational program has become secondary*
B. Additional requirements are;
1* Group must be orderly*2* Replace equipment to original place,
3* Must be an organized community group.
C. TÎ10 board has complete authority in this natter* The 
administrator has no say at all,
D. Tlie school facilities are open for community use during 
the summer months,
E. Use of school facilities during regular school hours is 
not allowed at present, but has been allowed in past.
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F# îîo charge Is riade for the use of school facilities.
Scliool District Ko. 32, Clinton.
A. School District ?:o. 32 lias no i.Titten nolicy or stan­
dards pertaining to community use of the schools in their minutes*
B. Additional requirements are that a group must fill out 
and submit a community service application to the school board and must agree to use the facilities and equip­
ment of Clinton Public School at the time they specified and for tho purpose specified and accept full respon­sibility for the conduct of tho people” present and all 
damage to school property at tho time used— the organ­
ization also agrees to pay the custodian the regular feo*
C. The scliool board decides what groups or organisations may use scliool facilities.
D. Gchool building is not available for community use during summer months.
E. Tho question of uslhg school facilities during regular 
school hours has never cone up, but permission probably would bo granted as long as it does not interfere id.th 
regular classes,
F. Tliere is a charge of G2.50 for Janitor services and 
C2.50 for use of school facilitios and equipment to 
all groups which use the school.
School District No. ^0, Frenchtovrn.
A. The school board of District Ho, hO has a i.Titten policy 
in their minutes which states that any prrty i/lll be allowed to use school facilities that they deem to be responsible, either individual or groups— private parties 
are allowed,
B. Additional reauirenonts are that groups must be finan­cially responsible and youth groups must be s’lpervisGcl,
C. The superintendent has the authority to decide what 
groups may use school facilities— but a group nay go through board instead of S'lper in tendent, if tney care to,
D. School facilities are open to the community curing the 
sujzimer months.
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E, Use of the school facilities during ree;ular school hours is allowed, as long as it does not interfere with the educational program.
F* Ho charge is made for the use of school facilities.
Missoula County high School.
A. The hoard for Missoula County High School contains a
written policy in their ninutes pertaining to community 
use of school facilities. Text is as follows— individuals 
or groups of the community will he permitted to use 
school facilities as long as it does not interfere with 
the educational program of the school. Will not allow political groups or rent it for commercial purposes,
B» Additional requirements and standards are set by the 
principal at his o\m discretion. At the present time, there are none except that the groups must ho organised and have responsible leadership.
0. The principal of scliool is given complete authority indeciding which groups are eligible to use. school facilities,
D. The school facilities are open to the community during 
the summer months*
E. Use of scliool facilities is allowed during the regular 
school hours as long as it docs not interfere with 
regular educational program.
F. ÎÎO charge, but there Is $1.^0 and hour fee for janitor 
services.
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APPEirDIX D 
SCIDOL bijii.di :̂g aitp facilities
Check mark indicates what facilities are open for community use.
School District TTo. 1.
1* Central
z classroomshome economics 
library 
shop X kitchenX rymnasium-*auditorium 
2* Franlclin
^ X classrooms 
library X kitchen
X p y ia n a s lu m - a u d i to r i ’usa
3 # Hawthorne
X classrooms 
library
Jefferson
X classrooms 
library 
X kitchenX gymnasium auditorium 
5* lincoln
X classrooms 
library 
X kitchen X lunchroom
6. Lowell
X classrooms 
library s Izltchen % fyonaslum
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7* Paxson X classrooms 
lib library 
X IdLtchen 
X gymnasium
8# Prescott
X classrooms 
library X kitchen
X feymaasium-auditorium
9# Roosevelt
X classrooms library
10* Wasliington
X classrooms 
library X kitchen
X kymnasium-audltoriiim
11* i'ihittier
X classrooms 
library 
X kitchen
X gymnasium-auditorium
12y ï/lllard
X classrooms library 
X kitchen 
X gymnasium
School Dlst-ict No* 5̂  Cold Springs*
classrooms 
X recreation room 
X library 
X kitchenRave plans of building new gyianasiuni-auditori'in 
two classrooms and lunchroom which will be oaon 
to community#
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School District No* 7, lolo* 
two classroom only
Have plans of building a new modern school or modernizing present building and adding to it.
School District Ho. 1̂ $ Bonner.
classrooms 
homo economics room 
library 
shop 
% kitchen 
X luncîiroom 
X gymnasium-auditoriurn
Eoy Scouts have their own room In basement.
Scliool District no* 23, Target Range*
X t\io classrooms separated by sliding door .
X one classroom and recreational lunchroom Com­bination,
X kitchenHave plans of adding another separate building on 
the school grounds which can be used as classroom space and recreetlonal area for the school, but 
its main purpose will be a cormniinity building available for community educational recreational 
and social-civic functions at all tines*
School District Ho* 32, Clinton*
classrooms 
homo economics room 
shop 
library 
X ki tchenX lunchroom-multipurpose 
% gjTiinasium-auditarium
School District Ho. 40, Frenchtown. 
classroomhome cconomJLcs room 
library X shop, with supervision 
X kitchen and lunchroom 
X projection room X g\mina s 1 um-audl
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APPLICATION FOR USE OF SCHOOL BUILDINGS
Permit No.____________
1. Application on behalf of____________________
{Name of organization or individual)association having_________________ members, for use of
{state number)
       . _ of S chool(specify portion of building or grounds)
2.Purpose of use ____ _______________ ____ _____________ _
[describe fully, stating if there will be dancing)
3. (a)For single meetings :
On___________  the day of _____  Hours_____ to_
(day of week) (day) (month)
(b)For series of meetings;
Days______________________________________________________
(for "blanket" application state days of regular meeting)
Beginning  ending____________________
Idate of first of seriesT
hours to
4. Permission to bring into building or onto grounds^ (equipment or 
apparatus)
5. Admission, charge of_______ for adults, and__________ for children
to be made, the proceeds to be devoted to____________________________
6. Rental charge, (if any) will be made in accordance with the 
schedule printed in Rules and Regulations governing use of School 
plants. "
7. The undersigned who is to be in charge of the exercises is 21 
years of age or over. He agrees that he will be responsible to the 
Board of Trustees for the use and care of the school property. R® 
further agrees that the character of the activity will conform with 
that stated in the api~lication. He understands that the custodian 
cannot permit the use of the building except upon the presentation 
of an official permit granted by the Board of Trustees,
Beal Signature Address Telephone
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g. The undersigned hereby agree that this application is made subject 
to the Rules of the School Board of Trustees and agree for themselves 
and all others for whom this application is made that the same is accepted and will be observed.
Real Signature Address Telephone
9. Approved_____      195
 ̂Principal) (Date)
Approved ________________    195
(superintendent {Date}
Approved ______________________   195(Clerk or Secretary) (Date)
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PERMIT FOR USE OF SCHOOL FACILITIES
Permit No.______for____________     School
To:_______________________________________________________________(Name}
{Organization) '
In compliance with your, request of_________ __
(bate)and in accordance with district regulations you 
are hereby granted permission to use:
School
Date Time
Persons who will be in 
assume responsibility:
attendance and who will
Your attention is directed to Rules and Regulations for the use of 
School facilities for School District No, 1, copy of which is attach­
ed. Possession or use of any alcoholic beverage in any school build­
ing is expressly forbidden.
%ere a charge for custodial service is made, the signer will pay in 
advance. If at any time it is found necessary to cancel a time which 
has been signed for, the Principal or Custodian should be notified 
by 4 p.m. otherwise you will be expected to pay the usual fee.
All formal programs, entertainments, practices, or recreational 
activities must close by 11:30 p.m.
Very truly yours,
Signed_
valid unless signed by the Superintendent or his authorized 
deputy.
L
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COI'urUNITY SERVICE AF^ LIC a TIO:'I
cli!îto:î ruBLic school
Name of Organisation^
Sponsors or Chaperons
(.Tv!0 rGfc’ponsibX© people must be present at all tines of use*)
Dates of Use, 
Hours of Use_
Purpose of Use,
Facilities to be used
(Gymnasium, Shower Rooms, Stage, Lunchroom, Store­room, etc*)
Equlrment to be used
(Dishes, P» A* System, Projector, Balls, etc*)
The organisation named above agrees to use tho fa­
cilities and equipment of Clinton Public School specified 
above at the time anl for the purpose specified, and accepts 
full responsibility for the conduct of the people present 
and all damage to sciiool property at the ti :e of use* The 
organisation also agrees to pay the custodian the regular 
fee.
S i rned
This application must be approved by the board of 
trustees and filed at the school to aviod conflicts and 
insure the community the best service the school affords.An extra copy should be made to give the janitor so he will 
know his duties specificallj-’*
Approved by School-Board of Trustees
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APPEITDIX F
Groups And Organizations iMch Used School Facilities
C/)C/)
8
CD
3.3"
CD
CD"OO
Q.
O3"OO
CDQ.
■D
CD
C/)C/)
District Mo* 1 
GROUP DATE TIME FACIIITIES USED
Missoulaj Montana 
ACTIVITY
Central
PTA 1st Mon. eve. gym-auditorlum educational
Camp Fire Girls weekly aft. classroom educational-civic
Y-Teens M.T&W. aft. classroom recreational-civic
Ms la. Rec* Dept. F.S, F.eve 
S.a.m.
aft.
gym-playground recreational
Central Volleyball T.Th* gym-auditoriua recreational
Cub Pack 99 last Th. aft. classroom educational-civic
Hat, Guard BB Th. eve. gym-auditoriua recreational
Chi Sigma Kappa BB bed. eve. Ô m̂-auditorium recreational
Bell Telephone BD Wed. eve. gym-auditorium recreational
IDS Church BB Mon. eve. gym-auditoriua recreational
Eagles Drill Team Wed. eve. gym-audltorium recreational
Westorn Union BB Dec. 22 eve. gym-auditorlus recreational
South îlall BB Til. eve. gym-auditorium recreational
Sigma Chi Mar. 3 eve. gym-auditoriuffl recreational
4ll play Apr. 3 eve. gym-auditorium recreational
play Apr. 10 eve. gym-auditoriua recreational
Kvaniis BB M.T. aft. gym-auditorium recreational for grade 
school boys
Franlclin
PTA 1st Mon. eve. gjnn-aaditoriua educational
Camp Fire Girls weekly aft. classroom civic-educational
Y-Teens M.T.W. aft. classroom recreational-civicScout Troon iio* 3 Th. eve. varies educational-civicWomens G^n Class T. eve. C/m-audltorius recreationalWens (yr. Class ' od. eve. ginri-auditori'.iD rccroL'tloi.al
I
f
CD
■ DO
Q.
Cg
Q.
■D
CD
District Ho. 1 con’t.
C/)o'3O
8
CD
3.3"
CD
CD■DO
Q.CaO
3■DO
CD
Q.
"O
CD
C/)
C/)
vnvu"
Franl:lin con* t 
Ms la. Bec, Dept.
Cub Pack #3 
Kwaniis BB
i.'/lllh
F. S.
Hov.lODcc 
n. H.
F.eve, 
S.c.m. 
.1  ̂aft. 
aft.
i- X px a XJlr-.’ .'W; .'JX
Ĝ m-̂ playnround
F̂ nn-audltoriüJîi
recreational
educational-civic 
recreational for grade 
school boys
Hawthorne
PTA 1st Mon. evQ. classroom educational
Camp Fire FirIs weekly aft. classroom educational-civic
Y-Teens M.T.W. aft. classroom recreational-civic
Ms la. Bec* Dept. P. S. P.eve* 
S.a «m.
playground recreational
Boy Scout Troo’o (ri Hov* 6 evô. classroom educational-civic
Cub Pack #1 Jan. 6 aft. classroom educational-civic
Jefferson
PTA 1st Mon. eve. gym-auditorium educational
Camp Fire Girls weekly aft. classroom educational-civic
Y-Teens M.T.W. aft. classroom recr ea tic ria 1-civi c
Scout Troop #lh T. eve. gym-auditorium educational-civic
Msla, Rec, Dept. S. P. P.eve, 
S.a.m.
eve.
ê an-playground recreational
Prestolog BB Th. ĝ nn-auditorium recreational
De:&)lay BB w. eve. gym-auditorium rccreatio al
Beginners Sq, Dance T. 10 wks. eve. gym-auditorium recreational
Msla. Fed. Sq, Donee T, eve. ĝ ,un-auditoriun recreational
Cub Pack ^th Mon. aft. classroom educa tiona1-civie
JC BB Leagiio Jan-Mar.
M.T.W.Th.
eve* gym-auditorium recreational
ISI
f
73CD■DOQ.CgQ.§ 1—H3""O
District rio* 1 Con*t. 
vROUP DATE Tim FACILITIES USED ACTITITYCD
3C/)C/)
Lincoln
PTA 1st M. eve* classroom educationalo'3 Camp Fire Girls %mekly aft* classroom educational-civico y-Teens M.T.W* aft* classroom recrea tional-civic3CD Park Addition Club Oct* 22 eve* classroom civic8 Ms la* Rec* Dept* F, S. F.eve. 
S.a.m.
eve.
playground recreational
(O'3" Club Oct. 15 classroom educational
Ï3CD Rattlesnake Com*Club 1st F* eve* classroom social-civic
"nc3- RooseveltPTA 2nd !!* eve* classroom educationalo Camp Fire Girls weekly aft. classroom educational-civico"O y-Teens M* T. W. aft. classroom recreational-civicoQ.c Ms la* Rec* Dept, F, S. F.eve, S.a.m. 
aft.
playgroTmd recreational
Q.o'3"Oo
Cub Scouts Dec* 18 classroom educational-civic
3"CT1—HCDQ.
Uasliington
PTA 1st* M. eve. gym-auditorium educationalg Camp Fire Girls weekly aft. classroom educational-civic5o y-Teens M* T. W. aft. classroom recreational-civicc_"OCD Msla* Rec* Dept, F. S* F.eveS.a.n,
eve.
gym-playground recreational
3 Scout Troop #70 gym-auditorium educationalcivicwo Cub Pack #0 4th F. aft* classroom educational-civicMims Com* Club Oct*9 Dec*4 eve. ĝ nn-aiiditorium social-civicWashington Sq* Dance 1st 3rd F. eve. gym-auditorium recreational0*Conners BD 1/. eve. gym-auditorium recreationalbn play Mar. 30 eve. gym-auditorium recreationalJC BD Leacue Jan-Mar. eve. gym-auditorium recreationaln.T.lMTh*
ICO
?
CD
■ DO
Q.
Cg
Q.
■D
CD
C/)
o"3O
8
ci'
33"
CD
CD■DO
Q.CaO
3■DO
CD
Q.
■D
CD
C/)C/)
District No* 1 con’t.
 ________  GROUP DATE
VMttier
PTA 1st. !■!.
Camp Fire Girls \.»oekly
Y-Teens M.T.N,
Msla* Roc. Dept* F. S,
Scout Troop f'6 T.
VJhittler Sq. Dance V/*
North Side Sevrer Feb. 10
Kwaniis BB M.W.
TXÎÏE FACIÎ1TIF3 USED ACTIVITY
evn*
aft.
aft,
F.eve.
S.a.n.
evG.
eve,
eve.
aft,.
gym
classroom
classroom
cym-playground
gym
gym
-V  'gym
Lowell
PTA
Camp Fire Girls 
Y-Teens
Ms la. Bee* Dept.
Lowell Sq, Dance 
West Side Club 
7th A 8th grade 
Cub Pack #55 
Montgomery Mard BB 
Orchard Hones Inden, 
Scout T''oon #5/
Bob b'a.-ri Son BB
Paxson
PTA
Camp Fire Girls 
y-Teons
Ms la, Rec. Dept,
educational
educational-civic
recreational-civic
recreational
educational-civic
recreational
civic
recreational for grade 
school boys
2nd M. eve. 51: educationalweekly aft. classroom educational-civicM.T.VJ. aft. classroom recreational-civic
F. S, F.eve
S.a.n,
gym recreational
Til. eve. gym recreational
1st, 3rd F.
monthly
aft. have omi room social-recreationalaft. classroom party
2nd F, aft. classroom civic-educational
Th. evo. gym recreational3rd, hth M. eve. gjm recreational
w. eve. gym educati ona1-c ivieT. eve. gym recreational
3rd M. evo. gym educational
wekly aft. classroom educational-civicM.T.h". aft. classroom recreational-civicF. S. F.eve,
S.a.n.
gym recreational
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District îîOé 1 con»t 
GTtonr DATE TI7T: FACILITIES USED ACTIVITY
3 l/illard con*t
c/)c/) Cub Pacîc # 7 T # aft. classroom educatici'.al-civico
3 Uillard Rec. 1st, 3rd F. eve. recreational
O 8t. Anthony D R , T h . eve. gyn recreational
CD
8
■D
Kwaniis BB K . W . aft. gym recreational
”5.
CÛ
o
District lio. ÿ bold Springs, hontana
$3
CD CROUP DATE TIIE FACILITIB8 l̂ SBD ___ ___ACTIVITY . .
"n PTA 3rd F. eve* recreational room educationalc
3- k n weekly eve. recreational room educational
CD High School once eve. recreational room recreational
CD
"O
OQ.
Farm Bureau twice eve* recreational room educational
C
a
o"
3 District ïïo. 7 Lolo, Hontana
"O
O
3" GROUP DATE TIÎ-E FACILITIES USED ACTIVITY
CT1—H V u  Club 3 tines classroom play practice
Q. Local voting April day classrooms civic
1—H3"
O
C
Children and Youth Sumner days playground recreational
"O
CD
3 m i T i c r r ^ v m .......... Bonne0, Montana
c/)c/)
o' GRUUP DATE TIBB Facilities used ___  ACTIVITY .......
PTA kth M . eve. gym-klt chen-lunchr, educational
PTA Study Croup once month aft. luiicliroom educational
Hi School girls BB 1st, 3rd eve. recreational
Hi School Boys BB T. Th. eve. gyn recreational
Independent BB VJ. eve. recreationalBluebirds w. aft. lunchroom educational-ci\icCamp Hire rirls T. oft. linchroom cducat: , .al-ci;lc
I
to
I
CD
■ DO
Q.
Cg
Q.
■D
CD
C/)C/)
8
3.3"
CD
CD■DO
Q.CaO3"OO
CD
Q.
■D
CD
C/)
C/)
District 1:0. con«t,
cnour __ DATE
Boy Scouts 
Business men
Cub Pack 
Republicans 
4-11 Club
weekly
\h
Sept.25 
Oct. 21 
Nov. 10
IjM.eve
cvo.
aft.
eve.
FAcin?irsj^m ACTinn.
iiave ovm room 
varied
lunClTTOOQ
lunchroom
educationa1-c ivic 
free show for high and 
grade cliildren 
educational-civic 
political 
educational
Boy Scouts Nov. 22 eve. luncîiroom-gym civic
Home Des. and Boy Scouts eve. limcliroom recreational
Independent B3 tourn. liar. 6-7 gym recreational
School Board Feb* 12 Mar.26 eve, auditoriiaa civic
Ladies Aid April 19 eve. kitcîien-lunchroom social
Hone Demonstration April 2 ove. ki tchen-lunchroom social
County M.E.A. May 6 eve. ki tchen- luncliroom social
hn Club May 12 eve. kitchen-lunchroom social
Ladies Aid May 27 aft. ki tchen- luncliroom social
Boy Scouts Apr. 30—31 eve. auditorium social-civic
District Ho. 23 Turret Range
CROUP DATE TI7B FACILITIES H3 D ACTIVITY
PTA 1st M. eve. multi-purpose room educational
PTA Study Crouu 6 times aft. multi-p’orpose room educational
Target Range '/omens Club k times multi-purpose room soclal-ed !cational
Targeteens 2nd T. eve. multi-purpose room social-educational
Community Sq, Dances F. eve. multi-purpose room recreational
Tar. Ran, Imyr. Assoc, monthly eve. multi-purpose room civic
Bible Study Croup \Toekly aft. multi-purpose room religious
Bible School 2 weeks June all rooms religious
Annual school conn, picnic Hay all dayall facilities social-recreational
I03
CD■DO
Q.
Cg
Q.
■D
CD
C/)C/)
8
ci'
33"
CD
CD■DO
Q.CaO3"OO
CD
Q.
■D
CD
C/)
C/)
District îîo, 32
CTIOTTP DATE TIHG FACIIITIES HSTD
Clinton, Montana 
ACTIVITY
'ptâ” 1st n. eve. lunchroom-ld tchen educational
PTA tid.ce monthly evo. ĝ mi-audltorium recreational
klî Club ifeekly aft. luncliroom educational
Womens Club 3 times eve. ĝ Ti-aiiditoriuja recreational
Homo Demonstr a t i on 3 times eve. gym-auditorium recreational
Clinton recreation T, TI% ove. gym-auditorium recreational
association
District Ho, 40 Frenchtcun, Montana
CBüU:' DATE FACILITIES USED ACTIVITY
PTA 1st. T. eve. kitchen-lundircom educational
PTA Study Oro'\p 6 tines aft. lunchroom educational
Cua Club Th. ove. gjm recreational
4» Club monthly eve. lunchroom educational
Adult Youth Sq, Dance irregular eve. gym recreational
Independent BB T. eve. recreational
Public Dance monthly eve. an: social-recreational
Booster Club everyother ?t.eve. lunchroom civic
Home Démonstration Irregular aft. lunchroom educational
Womens Social Club irregular aft. lunchroom social
Booster Club Dance cvo. social
County Ext. office various tineseve. educational
Soil Conservation twice eve. lunchroom educational
Bureau of loclancition once eve. lunchroom elections
ĵ arish once eve. gyn social
Church June k nom. lunchroom-ki tclio a social
Bible School Hay 25 June 5morn, all facilities religious
&
T
CD■DO
Q.Cg
O.
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CD
C/)C/) îüssoula Ccimty Iligh School îlissoula, :bntana
\-fn
8
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Q.CaO3"OO
CD
Q.
■D
CD
C/)
C/)
Boy Scout Troops 5 times week eve. varies educationa1-c i\ic
Sea Scouts i;eekl,y eve. classrooms educationa1-c ivic
Civil Air Patrol weekly eve. classrooms educa tiona1-civie
Rainbow Girls T, eve, varies rGcroatio lal
PTA croups weekly eve. lunclToom educational
Womens Club drama weekly auditorium educational
Womens Club arts craftsweekly educational
Youth of Christ monthly eve. varies religious-educa tional
Agricultural grcup varies eve. classroom-shop vocationa1-educa tiona1
Insurance School weekly eve. classroom vocc tlor*' 1-e due 3 tiona 1
Evangl^ Church one Sunday day auditorium religious
University • mien varies classroom educational
various church croups varies varies varies religious
League Women Voters' varies eve. classroom cd̂ ’cstinial-clvic
Community dranatic varies eve. auditorium cultural-recreational
Taxpayers assoc. once eve, classroom educational
Panhellonic varies eve. varies educational
County Ext, office varies cvo. varies educational
Elementary rural scliool once day and educational
neeting eve.
Carpenters Union varies eve. classroom vocational
Plumbers Union varies eve. classroom vocational
Electrician Union varies evo. classroom vocational
tCO
f
